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For the third instalment of our series of features on individuals of influence in the Caribbean
we met David V. Johnson, the developer of Oil Nut Bay on Virgin Gourda. He candidly recounts
how the story began with the ambitious idea of creating a luxury resort and superyacht marina
in the Caribbean with environmental integrity, and discusses how that plan is progressing…
By: Frances and Michael Howorth Photography: Christian Horan Photography
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"The perfect balance between regulation,
high standards of service and the many
qualities of its people." Just some of the
BVI's characteristics that make it such an
attractive investment opportunity.
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To qualify for a profile in a series about superyacht owners who each own islands, you
clearly have a private island to yourself. David
V Johnson, the Chairman of Victor International Corporation, qualifies in that he owns
2,204 acres of private seclusion on the isolated
South Fox Island in the middle of Lake Michigan some 25 miles west of the Leelanau
County coast. It boasts some of the most spectacular freshwater maritime scenery in the
world, including towering dunes, virgin
cedars, and untouched beaches. He is however, better known in yachting circles, as the
man who pioneered the superyacht industry
in the BVI. It was here that he has made his

mark remolding the luxury hotel, Biras Creek
Resort Hotel, creating the North Sound Yacht
Club and Superyacht Marina and he is the
brains and drive behind the ambitious Oil Nut
Bay, a residential luxury community of desirable island homes, for the well heeled.
Johnson spent ten years cruising the coastlines of 13 different Caribbean countries sailing in Resolute, his own 130’ Westport, before
he came to the conclusion, “There is no place
on earth more stunningly beautiful than the
British Virgin Islands.” We concur by saying,
‘Beautiful yes,’ and asking, ‘what about business?’ “That’s the advantage of it,” he replied.
“Where else in the world can you find a ten

month long season, good clean water, superb
fishing, and a sublime ribbon of reef-filled
water offering exciting scuba diving and exhilarating sailing? Add to that a country with
a good stable government that respects visitors and investors alike. Good for business
you ask? That’s one reason why I described it
by saying, there is no place on earth more
stunningly beautiful than the British Virgin Islands, and that’s worth repeating!”
As an identity the BVI finds itself able to offer
the perfect balance between regulation, high
standards of service and the many qualities of
its peoples. The reputation of the island nation
extends across the world and many of the de– 301 –

veloping global markets such as China, India
and Brazil have come to realize the advantages
of doing business with the BVI.
Now a decade since Johnson first arrived, that
superyacht marina he envisaged has become
the hugely popular Caribbean outpost of the
Yacht Club Costa Smeralda (YCCS) from
Porto Cervo in Sardinia, Biras Creek Resort is
flourishing and residents have moved into
eight of the already completed villas at Oil
Nut Bay. In total, 25 of the 88 available plots
have already been sold and construction is
progressing on ten sold homes, meaning the
community will be 25 percent completed inside five years of building commencing.

Profile: David V Johnson

The lagoon at Oil $Nut Bay, a perfect
sheltered watersports
playground. For
investors Johnson
persuaded the BVI's
government to reduce
the freehold sale time
on land from 24months to 90-days.

It has not always been easy for Johnson. The
government of the British Virgin Islands was,
at first, a little wary of the man who had transformed wastelands into desirable residence
communities in the USA. It took time for him
to get Government officials to understand that
he was serious about what he did, that he was
an investor, not a speculator and that he
wanted to bring revenue into the islands economy through the vehicle of long term sustainable tourism. The BVI had flirted briefly with
up-market tourism earlier in the 1950’s attracting the likes of Rockefeller and Little Dix Bay
to their shores. Subsequently they found that
offering the world, superior banking services
offshore, was a more viable route to a stable
economy and so, top end tourism sat on the
back burner of government priorities for some
50-odd years until Johnson’s arrival.
Johnson believes in maintaining a strategic
– 302 –

alliance with the government and as such “I
told the then Premier that I was fully prepared
to invest in his country, but to make that investment viable some changes in policy management needed to be revised. However, I
pointed out those revisions would not only
benefit me, but the country as a whole. I then
ventured to discuss what I thought those
changes ought to be.”
“First I proposed that they alter the rules on
transfer of property, shifting the time taken for
the freehold sale of land from 24-months to
just 90-days. Those rules were fine in the days
when they wanted to maintain bankers as expats but hopeless if they were to attract homeowners. Fortunately they agreed and they see
the sense behind it. After all every property
sold involves a 12 percent Stamp Duty Tax, so
from their point of view the more homes that
are sold and the more often they change

Imagine you wake up in a hospital bed having broken your
neck in a freak swimming pool accident. At the age of 28, being
told that as a result ‘you are never going to walk again’ is going
to have some effect on you. But that differs from person to person. In some it is a simple resignation and the realization that
you are going to be wheelchair bound forever. In others, it is
anger coupled with perhaps a desire to seek revenge. For David
Johnson, a young lad from Michigan who had suffered such a
fate, the words brought upon him the resolution to prove the
doctors wrong. It has made him a fighter and it has given him
a love, and perhaps a deeper understanding, of Mother Nature
and how she can look after Gods creations and the gifts he bestowed upon our world.
With his degree from Michigan State University, and an honorary doctorate from Cleary University in Ann Arbor, Michigan, he has become an annual participant, group leader and
graduate of the Presidents' Program at Harvard Business
School. As a successful entrepreneur and luxury community developer Johnson is committed to creating luxury living and
working environments that exist in ecological harmony with
the land. His passions for thoughtful development, respect for
the land and integration of leading edge infrastructure technologies are evident in all of the 46 residential and commercial
projects he has helmed to date and it is this dedication that has
brought him international recognition.
Once named Entrepreneur of the Year by USA Today, the
Michigan Chamber of Commerce has also hailed Johnson as

Environmentalist of the Year. Local and international organizations including, the Urban Land Institute, have heaped further
praise upon him and he has picked up CNBC International
Property awards and many more along the way. He has a long
history of giving back to the local community, philanthropy is
a core principle of his day to day business philosophy. His commitment to the communities where he works contributes to the
advancement of educational, cultural, social and other charitable community endeavors of importance.
In 1988, he established The Victor Foundation, providing charitable contributions to foster programs for children, the physically challenged and young adults. Each of these organizations
helps to support a youth, resident and non-profit organization
within their local community footprints. He has financially supported many organizations in the US and BVI including: The
American Heart Association, the Barbara Ann Karmanos Cancer Institute, Big Brothers Big Sisters of America, Cedar International School, Child Help USA, Kids in the Seas, North
Oakland Headwaters Land Conservancy, St. Mary’s School, The
University of Michigan Cancer Foundation and Therapeutic
Riding, Inc. The latter agency is particularly meaningful given
the swimming pool accident that so affected his life.
He, his wife Pamela, daughters Samara and Jennifer with her
husband Andy, are all nature loving and boating enthusiasts.
Both David and wife Pam are active enthusiasts of Tennessee
Walking Horses, some of which they stable on Virgin Gorda
and ride locally there for pleasure.
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the country, because that is where the future
lay. Over the years we have seen more such
investments and that is why we are witnessing now the opening of a brand new $120-million USD state-of-the-art hospital on Tortola.
I have played my part. I promised tens of millions by way of investment and I have delivered well over ten times that amount,
employing, training and promoting the local
workforce wherever I find them qualified and
able to do the job.”
Johnson is no stranger when it comes to
completing ambitious development projects.
In the early 1990s he bought an industrially
scarred landscape on the shores of Lake
Michigan. He demolished a cement factory
that had been abandoned for 30-years, filled
in former quarries and created Bay Harbor.
The $1-billion, low-density, high quality resort
features homes, a golf course and docks for
yachtsmen. Set in 1,200 acres with over five
miles of coastline on Lake Michigan, the facilities offer deep-water dockage to supery-

hands creates additional revenue for the country’s coffers.”
“Next I proposed that the Territory needed to
open up communications and scrap its hold
on telephones and the then emerging Internet. It happened, and now we have cell phones
and a broadband Internet service that work
throughout the islands using a telephone service that supports the systems everywhere else
in the world. As an example of the former complexities, it took me three years to get all the
approvals to get the BVI Electric cable laid
into Oil Nut Bay, but once I got that and the
barge to lay it organized it only took thee
hours to lay it down!”
“Accessibility was my third point. While we
are still not there yet with regard to direct
flights to the mainland USA or Europe we are
getting there, with government’s plans to expand the runway on Beef Island to accept
commercially operated intercontinental passenger jet traffic. “My fourth and final point
was for deeper investments in the people of

25 of the 88 available plots have already been sold and construction is progressing on ten sold homes,
meaning the community will be 25 percent completed inside five years of building commencing.
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Quickfire
My favourite spot on Virgin Gorda is…
Oil Nut Bay
I’m most proud of… My wife Pamela
along with daughters Samara,
and Jennifer
I cannot live without… My work
and its proximity to water
Everywhere I go I take…Energy
Art… Contemporary, I also love
paintings of Americas Cup sailing
yachts
Business is… Fun
I wish to be remembered for…
Leaving land in a better state than
when I found it
I’ll never forget… God gave
me this opportunity
My favourite place on earth is…
Virgin Gorda
When I retire I will… Clearly have
been pronounced dead
I have yet to… Stop educating myself
My favourite watch is… Ulysse
Nardin Marine Chronometer
In people I find the most endearing
quality to be… Integrity
My yachts and boats are… Numerous,
many and understated
My aircraft is… A Dassault Falcon
2000EX

achts of up to 200’. His vision for Bay Harbor
was the same as it is now in the BVIs. By
building to an environmentally high standard he has found that opposition to development plans from governments and local
interest groups usually fades away when
each is asked to co-operate.
In 2006, Johnson leased the Biras Creek Resort, located on the eastern tip of Virgin
Gorda. One million dollars were spent immediately as part of an upgrade that helped ensure the success of Biras Creek. It now features
31 suites set among a 140-acre preserve and is
only reachable by boat or helicopter. It neatly
fits into the mix strategically aligned with Oil
Nut Bay and the superyacht marina. His own
island management team promotes a philosophy that encourages ecologically sustainable
practices, focusing on preserving and fostering healthy natural environments, not only for
villa residents, hotel guests, visiting yachts
and the staff he employs, but also for all of the
creatures that share the island.
It is this philosophy that lies as the backbone
of the infrastructure surrounding the developments Johnson invests in. On Virgin
Gorda his investments are free and clear of
all debt. With the exception of the arrangement he has with the YCCS, his investment
in the project is not cluttered up by partnerships with anyone, so it is he who calls the
shots. What happens if someone’s face does

not fit in we ask. “It has happened,” he says,
adding “We are building a community here.
I have given a personal promise to the people
that have already invested Oil Nut Bay that
the vision is true to what they see and will
continue to be so.” He pauses as if in reflection and then continues, “I never forget I am
God’s Caretaker of this perfect location. It is
my duty to hand it on to others in a better
state than that in which I found it.”
The land indeed is a treasure. Add to that superior architecture and amenities, brought
into being under his development philosophy,
and Oil Nut Bay has become a sublime retreat,
perhaps unmatched anywhere else. This luxurious island development is now slowly coming to life and is being dragged there with
meticulous detailing. Over 300-acres of dramatically beautiful, tropical, landscape sits
atop a secluded peninsula, where soaring hilltops afford sunlit panoramas of distance, atmosphere, and the wide open ocean.
The essential services to run a community
such as Oil Nut Bay have to have spaces in
which to operate however, so we asked how
that challenge was being handled? “Just because we have to have them, it does not mean
you have to see them,” opinions Johnson.
“Look at this structure here,” he says pointing
at a huge bunker-like construction. “That’s dry
stores, maintenance, huge walk-in fridges,
freezers and laundry facilities that we are

“I NEVER FORGET I AM GOD’S
CARETAKER OF THIS PERFECT
LOCATION. IT IS MY DUTY TO
HAND IT ON TO OTHERS IN
A BETTER STATE THAN THAT
IN WHICH I FOUND IT.”
David V Johnson

The Beach Club: at the heart of the Oil Nut Bay community it
oﬀers a comprehensive menu of luxury facilities and activities.
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spa. “The idea here is,” he tells us, “that you get
stunning views and refined service in relaxed
settings. The community we are building will
center on the family concept of homes in a
fashion that perhaps, before the terror of 9/11,
you only ever dreamed of. That terrorist event
changed the world as we know it, everything
shifted! People who could afford the likes of
Oil Nut Bay sat up and asked themselves ‘why
am I waiting’? They realized that a family retreat was what they were saving up for when
they retired, but after the Twin Towers event,
they understood that waiting was pointless
and that doing it now, with their families, was
the important factor.”
At the heart of the community is the Beach
Club, providing a world-class restaurant with
its pizza ovens, casual poolside dining and
pool bar. Open-air patios and cabanas surround three swimming pools, and every thing
is just steps from a white sand beach. Most of
the resort’s amenities are already complete including: the Beach Club, three pools, restau-

building. It is pretty rough at this stage, but
come back in a month or so and you will see
we’ll have back-filled the mountain that it is
cut into. Except for the access road and the
doors you will never know it is there.” He
points to mature trees being planted and adds,
“No one wants to buy a plot on what will look
like a building site for the next ten years, so we
are shipping in and planting shrubs bushes
and full grown trees to complete the areas we
have disturbed by creating all of this.”
“Here,” Johnson adds during our tour, “will be
the children’s area, I call it the Nut House, but
in a month or so when its finished it will be a
play and learning center for kids of all ages.
Its going to be nature-based with boulders and
trees and it will become their haven a place for
kids to go and escape from their folks… I figure
the Moms and Dads will be quite happy to
know they are safe and learning while they
play.” Johnson has aligned himself with acknowledged professional experts to assist him
in covering all dimensions of the creation,
from architecture to landscaping. He even
sought the advice of superyacht Captains before he committed the design of the marina
docks to the construction stage. They advised

A terrace of three pools
leads down to the
white sand beach.
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Oil Nut Bay is
accessible only by
boat or helicopter. The
runway on nearby
Beef Island is being
extended, but it is
already long enough
to handle large
private aircraft.

him on how they would approach the berths
and how to best use wind to assist, rather than
complicate the mooring operations. Based on
the outstanding successes of his previous ecocommunities, created with passion and relentless attention to detail, Oil Nut Bay and the
superyacht marina are already receiving
worldwide recognition.
With just 88 residential sites offered for sale
as freehold building plots, the homes all have
to conform to a strict set of architectural rules
to ensure the beauty of the surroundings are
not lost. Homes include at the upper end; individually placed Estate sites, each with up to
ten acres of land that take advantage of the
natural topographical features available. Each
is designed for a single home consisting of
multiple dwellings and yet still manage to
combine the ultimate in privacy with breathtaking, expansive views. At the more modest
end are seven Ridgetop Villas tucked into the
hillside, plus Eight Beach Villa sites overlooking the white sandy beach are also available.
A new marina will enhance the community to
accommodate private boats up to 100’ and
other facilities that will be built include a marina village with shops, restaurant, bar and a
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rant, bar, fitness studio, business center, hiking
trails, a full spectrum of watersports & instruction, and children's programming. “We are
making this community one in which you can
live year round if you wish to, it is not just for
vacations. You can only get here by boat or
helicopter,” Johnson declares. “The BVI government is in the process of extending the runway at the airport on Beef Island, but it is
already long enough to handle large private
jets. We are just a little over three hours by jet
from New York,” he adds.
“In developing Oil Nut Bay I have committed
to architectural excellence, design and ecoconscious development. I am mindful of my
ultimate responsibility that comes with this
opportunity to develop this land. In the past I
used to develop sites on a huge scale and
often the projects overlapped each other. Having seen Bay Harbor develop so well under my
constant supervision however, I now prefer to
develop one community at a time, pooling all
of my personal and financial resources into

Architectural excellence is combined
with a determination to create
minimum impact on the environment.

that project to ensure the end result is the
world’s best.”
“Because the land is the foundation of the
community that is beginning now to live
there, it will, like Bay Harbor, be cherished,
protected and enhanced during the redevelopment process.” Johnson continues, “That
is why we set up the Community Stewardship
Organization (CSO). It provides standards
for the harmonious integration of both the
land and what is built upon it. It will encourage environmental stewardship and provide
ecological, scientific and educational opportunities for residents, guests and visiting superyachts. The CSO will operate a Nature
Centre, offering multi-generational learning
about the environment through experiences
and adventures on the land and in the sea.”
Perhaps the most encouraging of all the rules
David Johnson has put in place to ensure the
infrastructure is intrinsically sound, is his insistence that everything should be achieved
using local talent, drawing almost entirely on
the assets available within the British Virgin
Islands. This means that the local workforce
is kept busy, with building contractors occupied and the land moving, heavy equipment
– 310 –
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kept running; all are essential parts of the island economy.
Oil Nut Bay is an ideal haven for those families who are seeking the comfort, safety and
seclusion of their own private island, plus
nearby resort amenities, activities and facilities. There are plenty to choose from and all
only minutes away by boat. Literally around
the corner is the family fun loving Bitter End
Yacht Club and the Pussers Rum outpost at
Leverick Bay. A little further on and the famous rock formation known as the Baths is a
must see attraction. Other uexclusive resorts
nearby include; Necker, Peter and Guana islands. In true developer style Johnson has
decided to build a stunning 5-bedroom home
on the island, with a view to selling it on as a
turnkey operation. Set in a five-acre plot with
its own 400’ ocean access you hardly notice
it is there at first. Giving it the name ‘The

Opportunities at Oil Nut Bay
include private Estate homes
with up to 10-acres, to more
modest but equally
impressive beach villas.
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Boulders’ Johnson has instructed the designers to hide the building into a group of boulders that look as if God had placed them
there instead of the JCB tractors and cranes
that did the job in reality. He says, “It should
sell for between $12-13 million dollars when
we have finished and if it does not sell
quickly then I hope to move into it myself.
That’s how perfect I think the place is!”
The development at Oil Nut Bay is also to
have its own very private marina and helipad
for the use of residents. “If you live on an island, the chances are you love boating and will
want your own transport. Here in the BVI that
means your own helicopter or boat and then
you will need a slip to keep it in.” The marina
is due to fully open by the end of the year and
already has some of its project 88 slips ready
for occupation, together with the marina village of shops and artisan boutiques along with

the Lobster Shack Restaurant that surround it
are a quaint but understated fop to commercialism but as with all things Johnson they
just seem to fit right in.
The otherwise Sardinian-based Yacht Club
Costa Smeralda plan a series of superyacht
regattas and other yacht related meetings at
their North Sound venue. “I am hoping to see
the club host between eight and ten regattas
a year,” Johnson tells us. “That will keep the
club busy and give the place a real buzz without it ever getting crowded. We have hosted
parties there for 400 or so guests, it was fun
but never noisy or over crowded.” Featuring
a clubhouse and marina known as YCCS Virgin Gorda it already offers 38 slips for superyachts up to 300’, surrounded by a yacht
club complete with a restaurant, bar, pool
and spa. Several berthing agreements have
been signed by owners of superyachts eager

to use the marina as a winter home base.
Club membership also includes use of
the Biras Creek Resort facilities. The marina
provides sewage containment facilities, it
will minimize anchoring impact as well as reduce noise and air pollution associated with
the necessity of running generators. As more
and more homes are occupied, so Johnson’s
vision of being able to ‘sip coffee, eat juicy
mango and watch the morning sun slant off
the ocean while the scent of sweet frangipani
wafts on a soft breeze,’ becomes a reality.
Homes in the community are offering
yachtsmen the ability to sail in the early
morning, swim and dive before lunch, laze in
the afternoon and enjoying dinner and dancing in the evening. If it all gets too much then
the BVI are just an overnight passage away
to the greater Caribbean and all that its isI
lands have to offer.
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The private marina
with 88 slips, including
38 for yachts up to
300', also features
YCCS Virgin Gourda.
Between eight and ten
regattas a year are
planned for the future.

